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Announcing the 2019 Shows!

This summer will feature stories that celebrate

unconventional characters in classic worlds. 

Wingspan Players: 

 

Once Upon A Mattress

 

Long ago, in a faraway kingdom, Queen Aggravain has

taken over control while her husband, King Sextimus,

has been cursed into silence. The Queen decrees that

no one is allowed to marry until Prince Dauntless

does, but she has determined that the chosen princess

must pass her series of tests. The people of the

kingdom are disturbed by this leadership, and

everyone is depending on the unusual Princess

Winnifred the Woebegone to be the answer. Based on

the old tale of "The Princess and the Pea", this classic

story of love, determination, and a bad night's sleep is

sure to excite all audiences! 

Wingspan Ensemble:

The Majesties of Wonderland

 

Over the jabberwock, through the looking glass and

down the rabbit hole we go! Wonderland has always

been ruled by three Queens, but the recent abduction

of a raspberry tart has thrown the realm into chaos. An

intrepid crew of adventurous girls and curious cats find

themselves swept up in a clash of monarchs and

mayhem. Fantastical creatures and wordplay abound in

our new stage version of Lewis Carroll’s beloved Alice

in Wonderland. 

World Premiere 
 

Wingspan Ensemble:

Head Over Heels 

 

Head Over Heels is a new musical with an old story.

The King of Arcadia forces his family and followers to

flee their kingdom after the Oracle prophesies the loss

of their "beat". In an effort to avoid chaos and

destruction in their kingdom, the adventures of the

Royal Family and their friends help them discover

identity, love, and the downfall of hubris.

Contemporary romance and self-celebration are the

name of the game in this high energy and extremely

funny tale. Featuring music from The Go-Gos, iambic

pentameter text, and some flashy disguises, this

musical - fresh off of Broadway - will make us fall Head

Over Heels.  

Click here to meet the 2019 Creative

Teams!

All questions can be directed to conservatory@wingspanarts.org.
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